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Tiguentourine
• Joint venture oil and gas
field with involvement of
several different
companies
–
–
–
–
–

BP
Statoil (Norwegian)
Sonatrach (Algerian)
JGC (Japanese)
Other support
companies
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Overview of Site

Residential Camp

Main Gas Facility
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January 16: Attack Begins
• About 5:30 AM (local), bus convoy carrying workers
from plant to airport arrives at “false checkpoint”
• Attackers disguised in military fatigues open fire, killing
two members of security escort
• Attackers repulsed, separate into two groups, move on
to attack Tiguentourine gas complex
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January 16: Attackers Split
Abu al-Barra
• Likely second
in command

• Led attack on
residential camp
• Acted as
spokesmen to alJazeera during
raid

Abder Rehaman alNigiri
• Likely operational
commander
• Attacked main
facility with at least
11 terrorists
• Attempted
negotiations with
Algerians
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January 16: Equipment
• 4 X 4 vehicles
• Military uniforms
– Caused confusion during
attack
– Aided in “false
checkpoint” deception

• Extensive weaponry
–
–
–
–
–
–

Machine guns
AK-47s
Explosives
RPGs
Grenades
Mortars
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January 16: Hostages taken
• Initial reports indicate
around 40 foreign
hostages held
–
–
–
–
–
–

• Algerian security guard
shot, presses alarm
before death
– Victims report alarm gave
chance to hide/escape

Norwegian
Japanese
Irish
British
French
American

• Some reports that
Algerians were separated
from foreigners
– Algerians and Muslims told
that they were not the
target, and would not be
killed

• Between 100-600
Algerian nationals held
• Methodical room-to-room
search for foreigners in
residential camp

• Attack team in main gas
facility begins planting
explosives
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January 16: Algerians Respond
Algerian forces
encircle both
sites
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January 16 - 17: Convoy Attempt
Terrorists at
base camp
decide to
convoy
hostages to
main facility
Five car convoy
arranged,
hostages
affixed with
explosives
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January 16 - 17: Convoy Attempt
Convoy comes
under fire from
Algerian forces,
including
helicopters
Some hostages
escape,
terrorists in the
convoy
reported killed
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January 19: Final Offensive
With Camp apparently,
secured, Algerians focus
on MGF
11 terrorists retreat
deeper into MGF, with
possible plans to ignite
the plant
Algerian snipers move in,
as terrorists reportedly
planned to execute final
seven hostages
Main Gas Facility (MGF)
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Aftermath
• 37 foreigners killed, 5 missing
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

American
French
British
Norwegian
Japanese
Irish
Filipino
Romanian

• 1 Algerian victim
• 29 attackers killed, 3 captured
–
–
–
–
–
–

Canadian
Algerian
Tunisian
Malian
Nigerien
Mauritanian

• Algerians claim gas plant
suffered negligible damage,
and operations could restart by
Jan. 23
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First Claim for the Attack
“We in the “Signers with Blood Brigade” declare conducting the blessed Ghazwa as a
response for the blatant intervention of the crusader French forces in Mali and its
striving to infringe the Islamic ruling system in Azawad while the Muslims are
Moaning under the weight the butcher Bashar in wounded Syria as the whole world is
watching and listening and Algeria was chosen as a location for execution so that
Bouteflika may know that we won’t accept his disregard for the dignity of a nation that
sacrificed one and half million martyr and his conspiracy with the French to strike the
Muslims in Mali and his closure of the borders before the people of Azawad that fled
from bombardment of the French warplanes and this Ghazwa comes within the global
campaign to fight against the Jews and crusaders.
We reassure that the number of hostages is more than 40 crusaders
including 7 Americans, 2 French, 2 British, and other European nationalities,
and we bear the Algerian and French government and the countries of the
hostages’ full responsibility in not speeding up the implementation of our
demands that on top of it stopping the aggressive assault on our people in
Mali.
And Allah is the master of His affair, but most people do not know.
The Signers with Blood”
(Katibat Muaqiin bil Dam)
(Source: Translation from Jihadology.net, statement from ansar1.info)
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Jan. 17 Update from Attackers
A Fedayan company from the “Signers with Blood Brigade” of Al-Qaeda Organization conducted a
double storming operation which its goal was controlling the natural gas plant and the Al-Hayat
compound belonging to the British BP company, and holding of some Western workers in the
compound, and compound was seized, as have been planned by a courageous move and after the
Fedayeens gathered several Westerners they released the Muslims present in the location in contrary
to what was claimed by the army that it liberated them. They also contacted the management of the
company and offered to negotiate with them and demanded that the army move away from the
detention location, to maintain the safety of the Muslims and the hostages, but the response of the
army was snipping two of the held hostages after that the Algerian helicopters began to shell the AlHayat base where the hostages were held, in an attempt to kill the hostages and end the crisis as
soon as possible.
Then the martyrdom seekers took the decision to move to the factory to avoid the death of who
remained of them or the injury of the Muslims in the location and preserve the hostages from the
shelling, in contrary to what have been claimed by the Algerian regime that they were being moved to
a neighboring country.
So the helicopters shelled the convoy that was moving the hostages to the factory, and destroyed it
with those who are in it in a brutal way and was directly killed.

That is an indication that the army isn’t concerned in preserving the lives of the captives as it claims
and the Fedayan group remained present in the factory, offering to negotiate once again and
mentioned legitimate demands:
To stop the aggression on the Muslims in Mali and releasing our captives held by the crusaders, but
the Algerian army didn’t respond to these legitimate demands, but rather it began to storm the gas
factory which led to the death of the hostages.
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Jan. 17 Update Continued
Hence we confirm the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

The states participating in the crusade against the Muslims and Islam didn’t have a goal except striking the
young Islamic project in Mali, and in every country that implemented the Sharia, but they didn’t interfere to
protect the unarmed Syrian people who are being killed and displaced for two years, and that is a proof for
their new colonial greed.
We offered negotiations with the Westerners and Algerians and gave them safety from the beginning of the
operation, but one of the senior intelligence officials confirmed to us in a telephone call that they will destroy the
place with those who are in it. And according to our information that general is the one who supervised the
operation.
We confirm the false claims of the Algerian security and interior ministry of controlling the borders. And the
operation is a proof for the fragility of the security system and its lying and there is no proof better than the
Tanktorin compound having a military barricade the includes more than 250 soldiers specialized in protecting
the foreigners and petroleum companies stationed between the two targeted locations, but they stunned before
courage of the Fedayeens and their swiftness in executing the operation.
The fallacy of the Algerian regime to the Western countries, and deluding them that the executing group is local
and can be controlled easily and even they were aware of the reality since the first hours, and despite that
there was only five Algerians, and none of them were from the sons of this area.
The operation was being prepared for some time after an intelligence survey for many locations in different
regions, and this location was chosen after it became clear the participation of Algeria with France against our
people in Mali, and violating its skies and land by the French, and closure of the borders to besiege the Muslim
Azawadi people, that was what pushed to give the signal to begin the operation in Algeria.
We confirm to our Muslim brothers for the necessity of staying away from all the companies and Western
compounds to maintain their safety and especially the French ones, and that was emphasized to our Muslim
brothers working there by the Fedayeen brothers when they seized the location.
We threaten all the states that participated in the crusade against the Azawad region if it didn’t withdraw its
decision of more operations… (and they who act unjustly shall know to what final place of turning they shall
turn back) 227 Surah Ash-Shuara.
Al-Mulathamin Brigade
(Source:Translation from Jihadology.net, statement from ansar1.info)
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Mokthar Belmokthar Video Claim
We in Al-Qaeda Organization declare our responsibility for this blessed Fedayan operation which was
conducted by 40 mujahidin, from the Muhajirin (foreign) and Ansar (locals) from different Islamic
countries and even from the West, under the name of the “Signatories with Blood” who have promised
Allah to give support and retrieve the dignity or (receive) martyrdom and Jannah.
This brigade which we established to defend our land and honors which have been under the
conspiracy of crusader France with the head of ruling regime in Algeria who offended the dignity and
sacrifices of this proud nation and the blood of 1.5 million martyrs by allow the previous colonizer to
use our land and skies to kill our people and brothers in Mali.

Khalid Abu Al-Abbas
(Mokthar Belmokthar)
Amir of the Al-Mulathamin Brigade
January 17 2013
(Source: Jihadology.net)

And we are ready to negotiate with the Western states and the Algerian regime under the condition of
stopping the assault and bombardment against the Muslim Malian people, especially in the Azawad
region, and respecting their choice of implementing the Islamic Sharia on their land.
As for the Americans we say: we are ready to exchange all your hostages that are held by us in return
for releasing the patient sheikh Omar Abdurrahman and returning him to his people and family in
Egypt and if we have one thousand from you we would have exchanged them for him for loyalty to his
knowledge, Hijrah and Jihad, and our patient sister Aafia Siddiqui, may Allah relieve her from her
anguish.
And Allah is the master of His affair, but most people do not know.And to Allah belongs the might and
to His Messenger and to the believers, but the hypocrites do not know.
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Mokthar Belmokthar

• Long operated in Algeria,
Mauritania, and Mali
• Former top commander of
al-Qa’ida in the Islamic
Maghreb (AQIM)

• Series of high-profile
kidnappings and terrorist
attacks for 20 years
• Public split from AQIM in
2012 over strategy
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Belmokthar’s Split from AQIM
• Removed from leadership
post in southern AQIM
battalion
• Disagreements with
Droukdel and AQIM
leadership over strategy led
to formal break with AQIM
in December
• Formed Al-Mulathamin
Brigade with members of
other AQIM affiliated
groups, such as MUJAO

Mokthar Belmokthar

– Muaqiin bil Dam operational
subgroup

• Stated allegiance to alQa’ida and Ayman alZawahiri over AQIM
leadership
Abdelmalek Droukdel
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French Intervention in Mali

AQIM, its affiliates, and splinters have
threatened attacks on countries that intervene
in Mali
Though MBM’s Muaqiin bil Dam brigade
claimed the attack was a result of Algeria’s
granting airspace access to French
intervention forces, the attack was likely
planned for weeks or months, given the
complexity
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French Military and AQIM Locations
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Recent AQIM Activity
• Declined significantly since
heyday in 2003-2007, but
ongoing threat
• Algerian security recorded
175 terrorist attacks in
2012, down from 200 in
2011
• Small scale attacks
including suicide bombings,
IEDs, ambushes of
government targets
• Kidnapping for ransom
operations estimated at
$40-90 million USD over
past 10 years
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Notable AQIM Activity in Algeria
• June 29, 2012: Suicide vehicle-borne attack on a military base in Ouargla
in Algeria’s central oilfield area. One gendarme and the suicide bomber
were killed
• October 23, 2011: Two Spanish and one Italian national kidnapped from a
refugee camp near Tindouf in west Algeria, near the border with Morocco,
Western Sahara, and Mauritania
• August 26, 2011: 18 soldiers killed and 20 injured in attack on Algerian
Military Academy in Cherchell, about 88km west of Algiers, by two suicide
bombers
• April 2011: 40 AQIM militants attacked an army barracks 140km east of
Algiers, killing 17 soldiers
• February 4, 2011: Italian national and her Algerian driver and guide were
kidnapped near Djanet, in southeastern Algeria near the border with Libya
• March 3, 2007: A convoy of Russian Stroy Transgaz company was
attacked by AQIM
• December 10, 2006: A bus carrying employees of a company linked to
Halliburton struck an IED near Bouchaoui. The bomb destroyed a security
vehicle at the head of the convoy and killed the driver, as gunmen opened
fire on the subsequent bus, which was carrying employees
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Private Sector Response
• Impacted constituents evacuated In Amenas area
• Those with operations in eastern Algeria:
–
–
–
–

Reduced personnel
Restricted travel to Algeria
Prohibited road travel
Activated Emergency Response Team

• Operations in surrounding area:
– Considered co-locating personnel onto one base, in
event evacuation becomes necessary

• No operations in area:
– Monitored events in Algeria, Libya, East Africa
– Advisory bulletins distributed
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For Further Information
For further updates and analysis on Algeria, Libya,
Morocco, and Tunisia please contact OSAC’s Middle
East and North Africa Analyst
For further updates and analysis on Mali, Chad, Niger,
Burkina Faso, Mauritania, or Nigeria, please contact
OSAC’s West and Central Africa Analyst
For further updates and analysis on France, please
contact OSAC’s Europe and Eurasia Analyst
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